
THE LOBSTER 

 

The lobster is a good-looking average man approaching his thirties. He was conceived on 
an early mornin’ in Vilkovo, the Venice of Ukraine, close to the Rumanian border, and was 
born 7 and a half month later in New Jersey, New York. His parents enrolled him at St 
Michael's, a day school, at the age of four, where he developed a strong inclination towards 
mathematics and science. The headmistress recognised his talent early on, as did many of 
his subsequent educators. He went to study at Sherborne School, a famous independent 
school in the market town of Sherborne in Dorset. After that, the Lobster went to study at 
King's College, Cambridge. He was an undergraduate there from 1997 to 2002, graduating 
with first-class honours in Mathematics, Physiques and Philosophy at the age of 15. He 
joined the Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, New Jersey, where he focused on 
cryptanalysis, did some exchange programs in Research Units in Poland and Russia and 
was graduated at the age of 23 and elected a “fellow” on the strength of a dissertation on 

the zentralnaja predjelnaja (центральная предельная) theorem as well as for his 

accessible and intuitive approach.  

He then joined the Government Communications Headquarters (GCHQ) in United Kingdom 
and soon became the head of the signals intelligence (SIGINT) department. 

At his office, he would chain his mug to the radiator pipes to prevent it being stolen and 
would always carry desinfection gel to clean his hands after any physical contact with his 
colleagues. In the first week of June each year, he would get a bad hay fever attack, and to 
keep the pollen away, he would cycle to the office wearing a service gas mask. His bicycle 
had a fault: the chain would come off at regular intervals. Instead of having it mended he 
would count the number of times the pedals went round and would get off the bicycle in 
time to adjust the chain by hand. And this is how on an early Tuesday morning, as he was 
biking to his office, he suddenly sneezed, hit a tree, reassembled himself, continued biking 
a bit faster since he was getting late and a minute after, as the Truck driver said shortly after 
the accident : « as I was driving all of a sudden, this biker just collapsed under my truck. ». 
He stayed in a coma for 62 hours and woke up at dawn on the following Friday. 

..…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
…………………………………………………………………………………………………………… 
 

The slow waking up process lasts over 4 months. In this time music keeps him alive. The 
only thing he can hold on to. And then one morning it becomes very clear what kind of 
music he likes and that this is why he hasn’t kicked the bucket this time. Music so deep and 
moving. Beyond everyday life, emotional, provoking, political. 



The lobster moves to Vienna, buys himself a Powerbook and a webcam and puzzles his life 
back together through living through his newly created blog „many hundreds of green 
miles“ 

In the beginning this is how the lobster spends his days. He consumes everything that has 
to do with them, also the more unknown stuff. He reads their prose, their poetry and studies 
their albums in detail with the help of their kabalistic travel guide. In posts on his blog he 
expresses how similar they think and that even their way of talking and their handwritings 
are similar. The Lobster adds pages full of concern when Junk Freak and Friends get 
hospitalized. In order to help them recover, he sends a package of fruit, vegetables, berries 
and sausage, as well as a brochure on Reformhaus food so that they can learn how to eat 
right. He sends a friend request and a getting well message on their wall, telling them how 
much they meant to him for his recovery and how deeply he wants to support them now that 
they are in trouble.  

 
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 

………….…………………INTERLUDE / MISSING LINES……………………………………………… 

……………………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
When Junk Freak & Friends Orchestra gets his message, they suddenly get interested and 
start monitoring him. With the help of wiretapping, hidden cameras and spies who report to 
an information center, the stars track down every detail in his life in order to get to know him. 
JF&FO cannot contact the lobster directly  

 
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
.………………………………………..this is clear………….or is it?.………………………………….. 
Yes to the lobster........................................................................................................................  
……………………………………………………………..(slight confusion)………………………... 
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
  

 
but with the help of their large networks, they manage to send him hidden messages in 
magazines, television programs, and horoscopes.  

 
.…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
…………………This is at least what the lobster thinks is happening…………………………… 
 ……………………..……………………………………………………………………………………. 
 
In March 2008 the lobster again rereads his favourite part of the Kabalistic travel guide 
where JF&FO escape a gang of bandits after winning a horse on the number 82 -which ever 
since is their lucky number. This time he understands that it’s not a coincidence that he is 
born in 82 or that their aggregated age is 82, and that 8+2 makes 10 which means number 



1 in numerology, a cycle beginning. 
He pokes them 8 + 2 times to make them understand that he is aware of their 
communication and the next day it’s clear that Junk has collaborated with the 
Österreichischer Aeroclub to order aircrafts with promotional trailers. There are 2 planes 
circling for exactly 8 minutes over his head. 

 
Junk Freak & Friends Orchestra seems to have plans for him. When they are interviewed in 
Heute, they make sure that the editor of the paper also places a job posting for the Wiener 
Linien next to their photograph. Since Junk Freak & Friends themselves worked as tram 
conductors in Pondichery, the Lobster understands immediately that this is meant for him 
and that this is maybe the way how finally they have set-up a personal meeting. Soon, the 
lobster is dressed in a yellow west and controls passengers on U3.  

(…………………………………………………………………………………………………………. 
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………
………………………………………………………………………………………………………..….) 

 

One day "A man with a camera, got on my car and takes a picture of me. (camera flash 

sound) I of course understand that Junk Freak & Friends wanted a picture of me," I also 

wrote  this on MHGM („many hundreds of green miles“ ).  

 

Living on this huge playground and surrounded by all these challenging coincidences and 

codes, I slowly started to turn my amused and flattered attitude into anger. Love into Hate. 

After a point it became annoying. Why do JF&F just stick to codes? Why are they not getting 

in touch for real? Are they messing with me? Humiliating me? Slowly my love and admiration 

is turning into exasperation and misunderstandings. I tell my working colleagues about this 

persecution, but they just stare at me, and once this nerd even calls the cops. And then it hits 

me! They are also involved! The whole town, the surrounding area was set-up for this 

supervisory personal persecution. My paranoia was growing as much as my anger and I 

started to elaborate a plan. A mean to destruct Junk Freak & Friends. And then this day 

came, Christmas eve 2009, I saw a retransmission on Snow White… something about this 

apple… to put an end to this persecution… 

 


